PathGuide Technologies
PathGuide Technologies, located in the greater Seattle area, provides distributors and warehouse
operators a complete warehouse management solution designed to increase productivity, improve
customer satisfaction and lower labor costs. Founded in 1989, the company today has of clients spread
across North America.
Our Business is WMS
Whether a company is looking to increase its picking and shipping speeds, reduce inventory, improve
order accuracy, or implement advanced functions such as driving material handling systems and shipping,
PathGuide views the warehouse as a crucial part of the supply chain machine - it needs to run smoothly in
order to maintain a business’s profitability.
PathGuide offers best-of-breed warehouse management solutions that make distribution businesses run
more efficiently. The company’s enterprise-grade Latitude WMS offers advanced features and flexible
customization that provide the tools to expand sales, improve customer service and outperform the
competition. Latitude has been designed to be modular, offering a growing range of core and advanced
features tailored to the needs of wholesale, retail and electrical distributors.
These features include tools such as incident tracking, which enables users to easily create and track
issues, including receiving discrepancies, incorrect shipments and customer and vendor problems.
Another feature growing in popularity is voice-enabled transactions, allowing warehouse workers to use
both hands while picking, packing and shipping items. Finally, Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI) helps
customers to manage inventory replenishment orders onsite using a convenient handheld RF – without a
sales person or manual data entry.
Seamless Integration
Many companies have an installed ERP that does double-duty handling basic warehouse management
tasks. In order to ensure that this investment is not wasted, Latitude integrates seamlessly with all major
ERP business systems, including Epicor Prophet 21, Eclipse, Eagle and Acclaim, as well as Infor, Microsoft
Dynamics, J.D. Edwards, Oracle, SAP, and more.
Collaboration is Key
Development of a sophisticated, adaptable WMS cannot take place in a vacuum. Over the years,
PathGuide has taken a collaborative approach to making improvements and upgrades to its flagship
Latitude product. The company organizes an annual Latitude User Conference, giving PathGuide
customers and prospective users a chance to meet with their peers from a broad cross-section of
industries. PathGuide also established a Latitude Advisory Board (LAB), made up of clients representing
multiple industries ranging from electrical distribution and retail to marine supplies and architectural
detailing. These seasoned professionals provide advice on future product enhancements and best
practices that cater to their respective industry.
Contact:
Email PathGuide at: clientservices@pathguide.com / sales@pathguide.com
Call: 425-438-2899 / 888-627-9797 (toll free)
Links:
Fisheries Supply Makes a Splash with New Latitude-Enabled Will Call System
http://resources.pathguide.com/h/i/179983284-fisheries-supply-makes-a-splash-with-new- latitudeenabled-will-call-system
5 Measurable Benefits that a WMS Delivers
http://www.ebnonline.com/author.asp?section_id=3856&doc_id=279451&

